
Beer Ingredients  |  Grains  |  Adjunct Grains 

 

Flaked Barley 

1.5L Flaked Barley helps with head retention, 

creaminess, and body. 

PRICE: $1.59 

 

 

 

Flaked Maize (Corn)  

1.0L Helps with producing a lighter color for the 

beer. 

PRICE: $1.80 

 

 

 

Flaked Oates 

2.5L Flaked oats help with giving a full-bodied 

creamy texture to the beer.  Help with mouthfeel. 

PRICE: $1.65 

 

 

 

Flaked Rice  

1.0L Flaked rice are made from rice which produce 

a light, and crisp characteristic in the finished beer. 

PRICE: $2.35 

 

 

http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-399/Flaked-Barley/Detail.bok
http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-583/Flaked-Maize-%28Corn%29/Detail.bok
http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-406/Flaked-Oates/Detail.bok
http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-584/Flaked-Rice/Detail.bok
http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-399/Flaked-Barley/Detail.bok
http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-583/Flaked-Maize-(Corn)/Detail.bok
http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-406/Flaked-Oates/Detail.bok
http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-584/Flaked-Rice/Detail.bok


 

Flaked Rye 

3.0L Add to mash for that unique dry, crisp, and 

strong rye flavor. 

PRICE: $1.79 

 

 

 

Flaked Wheat  

2.0L Flaked wheat gives a wheat flavor and gives 

foamy head retention. 

PRICE: $1.59 

 

 

 

Rice Hulls 

Rice hulls are used for a filtering purposes.  They 

help avoid a stuck sparge. 

PRICE: $1.49 

 

 

 

Torrified Wheat  

1.5L Helps with head retention. Used with many 

English Beers. 

PRICE: $1.65 

 

 

Brewers Malt 2-Row  

1.8L.  This is a general purpose base malt. It is has 

a mild malty flavor. You can use up to 100% of 

mash grains. 

PRICE: $1.45 

 

http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-398/Flaked-Rye/Detail.bok
http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-545/Flaked-Wheat/Detail.bok
http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-582/Rice-Hulls/Detail.bok
http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-576/Torrified-Wheat/Detail.bok
http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-389/Brewers-Malt-2-dsh-Row/Detail.bok
http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-398/Flaked-Rye/Detail.bok
http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-545/Flaked-Wheat/Detail.bok
http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-582/Rice-Hulls/Detail.bok
http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-576/Torrified-Wheat/Detail.bok
http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-389/Brewers-Malt-2-dsh-Row/Detail.bok


 

 

Brewers Malt 6-Row Malt  

1.8L American 6-Row is a base malt with a grainy 

malt flavor . 

PRICE: $1.40 

 

 

 

Maris Otter 

3-3,5L Rich malty flavor.  This is one malt which is 

considered to be the best Pale Ale malt that is 

currently available. 

PRICE: $2.05 

 

 

 

Munich Malt 

5L. High-kilned lager malt.  By going undergoing 

this high temp the malt in result has a strong 

malty flavor and amber color. 

PRICE: $1.85 

 

 

 

Pale Ale Malt  

3L.  Great base malt that gives a rich malty flavor. 

PRICE: $1.69 

 

 

 

Pilsner Malt (Weyermann)  

1.6° L. Bright, clean, full-bodied character great 

German and Belgian styles. 

PRICE: $1.99 

http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-390/Brewers-Malt-6-dsh-Row-Malt/Detail.bok
http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-408/Maris-Otter/Detail.bok
http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-400/Munich-Malt/Detail.bok
http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-401/Pale-Ale-Malt/Detail.bok
http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-402/Pilsner-Malt-%28Weyermann%29/Detail.bok
http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-390/Brewers-Malt-6-dsh-Row-Malt/Detail.bok
http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-408/Maris-Otter/Detail.bok
http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-400/Munich-Malt/Detail.bok
http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-401/Pale-Ale-Malt/Detail.bok
http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-402/Pilsner-Malt-(Weyermann)/Detail.bok


 

 

 

Red Wheat  

Darker wheat. Use for wheat style beers. 

PRICE: $1.80 

 

 

 

Rye Malt 

3.5° L. Has a spicy rye flavor and gives red flavor. 

PRICE: $1.99 

 

 

 

Vienna Malt 

3.8L. This malt gives an orange color to the beer. 

PRICE: $1.79 

 

 

White Wheat  

2.0 - 4.0L.  The sweeter of the wheats. 

PRICE: $1.69 

 

 

Briess Crystal Malt 120L 

120L. Dark caramel malt. 

PRICE: $1.89 

 

 

http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-574/Red-Wheat/Detail.bok
http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-405/Rye-Malt/Detail.bok
http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-404/Vienna-Malt/Detail.bok
http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-575/White-Wheat/Detail.bok
http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-393/Briess-Crystal-Malt-/Detail.bok
http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-574/Red-Wheat/Detail.bok
http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-405/Rye-Malt/Detail.bok
http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-404/Vienna-Malt/Detail.bok
http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-575/White-Wheat/Detail.bok
http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-393/Briess-Crystal-Malt-/Detail.bok


 

Briess Crystal Malt 20L 

20L A lighter crystal malt that contributes a mellow 

sweet color and a slightly toasty flavor. 

PRICE: $1.89 

 

 

 

Briess Crystal Malt 40L 

40L.  Contributes a toffee like flavor to beer. 

PRICE: $1.89 

 

 

 

Briess Crystal Malt 60L 

60L.  Contributes sweetness and has a toasted 

bread flavors. 

PRICE: $1.89 

 

 

 

Briess Crystal Malt 80L 

80° L. Contributes body and raisin like taste. 

PRICE: $1.89 

 

 

 

Cara-Hell Malt  

11° L. Gives gold color and rounds out malt flavor. 

PRICE: $2.15 

 

 

http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-392/Briess-Crystal-Malt-/Detail.bok
http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-394/Briess-Crystal-Malt-40L/Detail.bok
http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-395/Briess-Crystal-Malt-60L/Detail.bok
http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-396/Briess-Crystal-Malt-80L/Detail.bok
http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-419/Cara-dsh-Hell-Malt/Detail.bok
http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-392/Briess-Crystal-Malt-/Detail.bok
http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-394/Briess-Crystal-Malt-40L/Detail.bok
http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-395/Briess-Crystal-Malt-60L/Detail.bok
http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-396/Briess-Crystal-Malt-80L/Detail.bok
http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-419/Cara-dsh-Hell-Malt/Detail.bok


 

Cara-Munich I  

34° L. Deep gold to pale copper color and sweet 

malty flavor and aroma. 

PRICE: $2.15 

 

 

 

Cara-Munich II 

46° L. Deep gold to copper color and mildly toasty 

with a sweet flavor and aroma. 

PRICE: $2.15 

 

 

 

Cara-Munich III  

57° L. Copper color and moderately toasty sweet 

flavor and aroma. 

PRICE: $2.15 

 

 

 

Briess Crystal Malt 120L 

120L. Dark caramel malt. 

PRICE: $1.89 

 

 

 

Briess Crystal Malt 20L 

20L A lighter crystal malt that contributes a mellow 

sweet color and a slightly toasty flavor. 

PRICE: $1.89 

http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-414/Cara-dsh-Munich-I/Detail.bok
http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-415/Cara-dsh-Munich-II/Detail.bok
http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-416/Cara-dsh-Munich-III/Detail.bok
http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-393/Briess-Crystal-Malt-/Detail.bok
http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-392/Briess-Crystal-Malt-/Detail.bok
http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-414/Cara-dsh-Munich-I/Detail.bok
http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-415/Cara-dsh-Munich-II/Detail.bok
http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-416/Cara-dsh-Munich-III/Detail.bok
http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-393/Briess-Crystal-Malt-/Detail.bok
http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-392/Briess-Crystal-Malt-/Detail.bok


 

 

 

Briess Crystal Malt 40L 

40L.  Contributes a toffee like flavor to beer. 

PRICE: $1.89 

 

 

 

Briess Crystal Malt 60L 

60L.  Contributes sweetness and has a toasted bread 

flavors. 

PRICE: $1.89 

 

 

 

Briess Crystal Malt 80L 

80° L. Contributes body and raisin like taste. 

PRICE: $1.89 

 

 

 

Cara-Hell Malt  

11° L. Gives gold color and rounds out malt flavor. 

PRICE: $2.15 

 

 

 

Cara-Munich I  

34° L. Deep gold to pale copper color and sweet 

malty flavor and aroma. 

PRICE: $2.15 

 

http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-394/Briess-Crystal-Malt-40L/Detail.bok
http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-395/Briess-Crystal-Malt-60L/Detail.bok
http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-396/Briess-Crystal-Malt-80L/Detail.bok
http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-419/Cara-dsh-Hell-Malt/Detail.bok
http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-414/Cara-dsh-Munich-I/Detail.bok
http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-394/Briess-Crystal-Malt-40L/Detail.bok
http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-395/Briess-Crystal-Malt-60L/Detail.bok
http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-396/Briess-Crystal-Malt-80L/Detail.bok
http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-419/Cara-dsh-Hell-Malt/Detail.bok
http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-414/Cara-dsh-Munich-I/Detail.bok


 

 

Cara-Munich II 

46° L. Deep gold to copper color and mildly toasty 

with a sweet flavor and aroma. 

PRICE: $2.15 

 

 

 

Cara-Munich III  

57° L. Copper color and moderately toasty sweet 

flavor and aroma. 

PRICE: $2.15 

 

 

Acidulated Malt (Sour Malt) 

1.8L.  Add 1-10% to lower mash and wort pH 

PRICE: $2.59 

 

 

 

Aromatic Malt  

17L - 21L 19° L. A mildly kilned malt and it has a fairly 

strong malt aroma. 

PRICE: $2.10 

 

 

 

Biscuit Malt  

24.5 L Biscuit malt produces a toasty finish in the beer 

and biscuit like aroma and flavor. 

PRICE: $2.25 

 

 

http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-415/Cara-dsh-Munich-II/Detail.bok
http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-416/Cara-dsh-Munich-III/Detail.bok
http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-580/Aromatic-Malt/Detail.bok
http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-388/Biscuit-Malt/Detail.bok
http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-415/Cara-dsh-Munich-II/Detail.bok
http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-416/Cara-dsh-Munich-III/Detail.bok
http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-561/Acidulated-Malt-(Sour-Malt)/Detail.bok
http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-580/Aromatic-Malt/Detail.bok
http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-388/Biscuit-Malt/Detail.bok


 

Black Patent 

500-600L Use for color.  It has a roasted, coffee and 

flavor. 

PRICE: $2.05 

 

 

 

Briess Crystal Malt 120L 

120L. Dark caramel malt. 

PRICE: $1.89 

 

 

 

Briess Crystal Malt 20L 

20L A lighter crystal malt that contributes a mellow 

sweet color and a slightly toasty flavor. 

PRICE: $1.89 

 

 

 

Briess Crystal Malt 40L 

40L.  Contributes a toffee like flavor to beer. 

PRICE: $1.89 

 

 

 

Briess Crystal Malt 60L 

60L.  Contributes sweetness and has a toasted bread 

flavors. 

PRICE: $1.89 

 

http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-409/Black-Patent/Detail.bok
http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-393/Briess-Crystal-Malt-/Detail.bok
http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-392/Briess-Crystal-Malt-/Detail.bok
http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-394/Briess-Crystal-Malt-40L/Detail.bok
http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-395/Briess-Crystal-Malt-60L/Detail.bok
http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-409/Black-Patent/Detail.bok
http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-393/Briess-Crystal-Malt-/Detail.bok
http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-392/Briess-Crystal-Malt-/Detail.bok
http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-394/Briess-Crystal-Malt-40L/Detail.bok
http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-395/Briess-Crystal-Malt-60L/Detail.bok


 

 

Briess Crystal Malt 80L 

80° L. Contributes body and raisin like taste. 

PRICE: $1.89 

 

Beer Ingredients  |  Grains  |  Specialty Malts 

 

Cara-Hell Malt  

11° L. Gives gold color and rounds out malt flavor. 

PRICE: $2.15 

 

 

 

Cara-Munich I  

34° L. Deep gold to pale copper color and sweet malty 

flavor and aroma. 

PRICE: $2.15 

 

 

 

Cara-Munich II 

46° L. Deep gold to copper color and mildly toasty with a 

sweet flavor and aroma. 

PRICE: $2.15 

 

 

 

Cara-Munich III  

57° L. Copper color and moderately toasty sweet flavor 

and aroma. 

PRICE: $2.15 

http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-396/Briess-Crystal-Malt-80L/Detail.bok
http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-419/Cara-dsh-Hell-Malt/Detail.bok
http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-414/Cara-dsh-Munich-I/Detail.bok
http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-415/Cara-dsh-Munich-II/Detail.bok
http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-416/Cara-dsh-Munich-III/Detail.bok
http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-396/Briess-Crystal-Malt-80L/Detail.bok
http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/Detail.bok?category=Beer+Ingredients:Grains:Specialty+Malts&no=396&param_referer=http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/Categories.bok?active=leftpanel&category=Beer+Ingredients:Grains:Specialty+Malts&searchpath=188622229
http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-419/Cara-dsh-Hell-Malt/Detail.bok
http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-414/Cara-dsh-Munich-I/Detail.bok
http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-415/Cara-dsh-Munich-II/Detail.bok
http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-416/Cara-dsh-Munich-III/Detail.bok


 

 

 

Carafa I DeHusked  

300-375° L. Improves the aroma and color of dark 

beers.  Does not have sharp flavors. 

PRICE: $2.29 

 

 

 

Carafa II DeHusked  

475 L. Improves the aroma and color of dark beers.  Does 

not have sharp flavors. 

PRICE: $2.29 

 

 

 

Carafa III DeHusked  

490 -500 L. Improves the aroma and color of dark 

beers.  Does not have sharp flavors. 

PRICE: $2.29 

 

 

 

Carafoam Malt  

1.8° L. German dextrin malt with.  Has light malt 

character but mainly used for improving head retention 

and body. 

PRICE: $2.09 

 

 

 

Caravienna  

21° L.  Golden to light copper color, depending on usage. 

PRICE: $1.99 

http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-577/Carafa-I-DeHusked/Detail.bok
http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-578/Carafa-II-DeHusked/Detail.bok
http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-579/Carafa-III-DeHusked/Detail.bok
http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-413/Carafoam-Malt/Detail.bok
http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-562/Caravienna/Detail.bok
http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-577/Carafa-I-DeHusked/Detail.bok
http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-578/Carafa-II-DeHusked/Detail.bok
http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-579/Carafa-III-DeHusked/Detail.bok
http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-413/Carafoam-Malt/Detail.bok
http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-562/Caravienna/Detail.bok


 

Beer Ingredients  |  Grains  |  Specialty Malts 

 

Chocolate Malt  

375-450L. Chocolate malt will give your beer a warm, nutty, 

chocolate-like flavor. 

PRICE: $1.99 

 

 

 

Honey Malt 

20-30L. Unique malt contributing sweet "honey nut" flavor. 

PRICE: $2.05 

 

 

 

Melanoidin 

23-31L. Adds red color and adds malt flavor and aroma. 

PRICE: $1.99 

 

 

 

Rauch Malt (Smoked Malt)  

1.7-2.8L. A classic German wood smoked malt.  Gives a 

smoky flavor and aroma. 

PRICE: $2.29 

 

 

 

Rye Malt 

3.5° L. Has a spicy rye flavor and gives red flavor. 

PRICE: $1.99 

http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-391/Chocolate-Malt/Detail.bok
http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-407/Honey-Malt/Detail.bok
http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-563/Melanoidin/Detail.bok
http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-418/Rauch-Malt-%28Smoked-Malt%29/Detail.bok
http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-405/Rye-Malt/Detail.bok
http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-391/Chocolate-Malt/Detail.bok
http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-407/Honey-Malt/Detail.bok
http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-563/Melanoidin/Detail.bok
http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-418/Rauch-Malt-(Smoked-Malt)/Detail.bok
http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-405/Rye-Malt/Detail.bok


 

 

 

Torrified Wheat  

1.5L Helps with head retention. Used with many English 

Beers. 

PRICE: $1.65 

 

 

 

Victory Malt 

28L.  Gives a gold light color.  Has a toasty, bread like malt 

flavor. 

PRICE: $2.19 

 

s  |  Grains  |  Toasted and Roasted Malts 

 

Biscuit Malt  

24.5 L Biscuit malt produces a toasty finish in the beer and 

biscuit like aroma and flavor. 

PRICE: $2.25 

 

 

 

Black Patent 

500-600L Use for color.  It has a roasted, coffee and flavor. 

PRICE: $2.05 

 

 

http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-576/Torrified-Wheat/Detail.bok
http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-403/Victory-Malt/Detail.bok
http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-388/Biscuit-Malt/Detail.bok
http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-409/Black-Patent/Detail.bok
http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-576/Torrified-Wheat/Detail.bok
http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-403/Victory-Malt/Detail.bok
http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-388/Biscuit-Malt/Detail.bok
http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-409/Black-Patent/Detail.bok


 

Carafa I DeHusked  

300-375° L. Improves the aroma and color of dark beers.  Does 

not have sharp flavors. 

PRICE: $2.29 

 

 

 

Carafa II DeHusked  

475 L. Improves the aroma and color of dark beers.  Does not 

have sharp flavors. 

PRICE: $2.29 

 

 

 

Carafa III DeHusked  

490 -500 L. Improves the aroma and color of dark beers.  Does 

not have sharp flavors. 

PRICE: $2.29 

 

 

 

Chocolate Malt  

375-450L. Chocolate malt will give your beer a warm, nutty, 

chocolate-like flavor. 

PRICE: $1.99 

 

 

 

Roasted Barley  

500-600L  Gives a black color with a roasted bitter, coffee-like, 

sweet flavor. 

PRICE: $1.99 

 

 

http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-577/Carafa-I-DeHusked/Detail.bok
http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-578/Carafa-II-DeHusked/Detail.bok
http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-579/Carafa-III-DeHusked/Detail.bok
http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-391/Chocolate-Malt/Detail.bok
http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-412/Roasted-Barley/Detail.bok
http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-577/Carafa-I-DeHusked/Detail.bok
http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-578/Carafa-II-DeHusked/Detail.bok
http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-579/Carafa-III-DeHusked/Detail.bok
http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-391/Chocolate-Malt/Detail.bok
http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-412/Roasted-Barley/Detail.bok


 

Victory Malt 

28L.  Gives a gold light color.  Has a toasty, bread like malt 

flavor. 

PRICE: $2.19 

 

 

Biscuit Malt  

24.5 L Biscuit malt produces a toasty finish in the beer and biscuit 

like aroma and flavor. 

PRICE: $2.25 

 

 

 

Black Patent 

500-600L Use for color.  It has a roasted, coffee and flavor. 

PRICE: $2.05 

 

 

 

Carafa I DeHusked  

300-375° L. Improves the aroma and color of dark beers.  Does not 

have sharp flavors. 

PRICE: $2.29 

 

 

 

Carafa II DeHusked  

475 L. Improves the aroma and color of dark beers.  Does not have 

sharp flavors. 

PRICE: $2.29 

 

 

http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-403/Victory-Malt/Detail.bok
http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-388/Biscuit-Malt/Detail.bok
http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-409/Black-Patent/Detail.bok
http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-577/Carafa-I-DeHusked/Detail.bok
http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-578/Carafa-II-DeHusked/Detail.bok
http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-403/Victory-Malt/Detail.bok
http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-388/Biscuit-Malt/Detail.bok
http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-409/Black-Patent/Detail.bok
http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-577/Carafa-I-DeHusked/Detail.bok
http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-578/Carafa-II-DeHusked/Detail.bok


 

Carafa III DeHusked  

490 -500 L. Improves the aroma and color of dark beers.  Does not 

have sharp flavors. 

PRICE: $2.29 

 

 

 

Chocolate Malt  

375-450L. Chocolate malt will give your beer a warm, nutty, 

chocolate-like flavor. 

PRICE: $1.99 

 

 

 

Roasted Barley  

500-600L  Gives a black color with a roasted bitter, coffee-like, sweet 

flavor. 

PRICE: $1.99 

 

 

 

Victory Malt 

28L.  Gives a gold light color.  Has a toasty, bread like malt flavor. 

PRICE: $2.19 

 

 

http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-579/Carafa-III-DeHusked/Detail.bok
http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-391/Chocolate-Malt/Detail.bok
http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-412/Roasted-Barley/Detail.bok
http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-403/Victory-Malt/Detail.bok
http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-579/Carafa-III-DeHusked/Detail.bok
http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-391/Chocolate-Malt/Detail.bok
http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-412/Roasted-Barley/Detail.bok
http://stores.jaysbrewing.com/-strse-403/Victory-Malt/Detail.bok

